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28. March 2022

Children and youth

Figurentheater Marmelock plays Wednesday, April 6, in the "Alte
Molkerei" // Secure tickets now
On Wednesday, April 6, 2022, the Marmelock puppet theater will give a guest performance
with the play "Elliot and Isabella in the Finsterwald" at 4 p.m. in the Bocholt cultural venue
"Alte Molkerei" on Werther Straße. Tickets are available at the theater office
(Meckenemstrasse 10). The tickets cost 6 euros (with family pass 3 euros).

Content

The two rat children Elliot and Isabella chase the gang of ruffians across the Finsterwald to
free their kidnapped grandpa Pucki. Cross your heart, put your paw up, spit three times and
swear holy: the new adventure of the two rat kids Eliot and Isabella. Beautiful to fall in love
with!

Eliot and his girlfriend Isabella want to pick up Grandpa Pucki. But the cottage is empty.
Since it smells suspiciously of Bockwurst, the matter is clear! Grandpa has been kidnapped
by Bocky and his gang of bullies. Eliot and Isabella follow the trail through the deep, dark
forest, where many dangers lurk for rat children. But whenever things get dicey, Eliot has
some pretty good ideas. So they not only get on the trail of Grandpa Pucki, but also go on
a treasure hunt.

Corona Rules

The events take place under the 2G+. This means that upon admission, everyone must
show their proof of vaccination and a negative test result (including boostered and
children 5 years and older) that is no older than 24 hours.

Puppet show "Elliot and Isabella in the dark forest".
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Ausschnitt aus dem Puppenspiel "Eliot und Isabella im Finsterwald"
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